Zeus did seduce Leda in the shape of a swan, but she actually laid four eggs, which gave birth to two pairs of twins: 2 boys, Castor and Pollux (the Twins in the Zodiac), and 2 girls, Helen of Troy and Clytemnestra. Two of the children were divine, one boy and one girl, Helen, while the other two were mortal. The girls later married two brothers: Helen married Menelaus (before eloping to Troy with Paris) and Clytemnestra married Agamemnon, who later led the Greeks to besiege Troy and get back Helen from Paris.
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Leda

Per tenere in piedi Leda.

To let Leda stand up.

Sollevare il braccio sinistro e inclinare il busto all’indietro.

Raise the left arm and head back the bust.

CIGNO - SWAN

Utilizzare carta da origami.

Leda: use slides

Cigno - Swan
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CIGNO – SWAN

La A e automatica
Fold A is automatic
LEDÁ E IL CIGNO di Luca Vitagliano
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